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Reproduction of the original: Creatures of the Night by Alfred W. Rees
The Heart of Hyacinth, originally published in 1903, tells the coming-of-age story of Hyacinth Lorrimer, a child of white parents who was raised from infancy in Japan by a
Japanese foster mother and assumed to be Eurasian. A crisis occurs when, 18 years after her birth, her American father returns to Japan to reclaim her just as Hyacinth has
become engaged to a Japanese aristocrat, and she forcefully asserts her Japanese ties only to find that her prospective father-in-law will not tolerate a white wife for his son.
Onoto Watanna creates in her protagonist a young white woman who not only claims a Japanese identity but shifts between her Japaneseness and her whiteness as expediency
dictates. In this novel Watanna is on the cutting edge of what we now call race theory, using that theoryof racial constructions and fluidityin the service of an avant-garde
feminism.
Part-murder mystery and part-family saga, this dramatic and often hilarious novel explores the history of Los Angeles's Iranian-Jewish community.
Reproduction of the original: The Long Night by Stanley J. Weyman
Los Angeles Times Bestseller "Authoritative and impressive." –Los Angeles Times "Monumental." –Guardian A magisterial, riveting movement history of Los Angeles in the
Sixties Los Angeles in the sixties was a hotbed of political and social upheaval. The city was a launchpad for Black Power—where Malcolm X and Angela Davis first came to
prominence and the Watts uprising shook the nation. The city was home to the Chicano Blowouts and Chicano Moratorium, as well as being the birthplace of “Asian American”
as a political identity. It was a locus of the antiwar movement, gay liberation movement, and women’s movement, and, of course, the capital of California counterculture. Mike
Davis and Jon Wiener provide the first comprehensive movement history of L.A. in the sixties, drawing on extensive archival research and dozens of interviews with principal
figures, as well as the authors’ storied personal histories as activists. Following on from Davis’s awardwinning L.A. history, City of Quartz, Set the Night on Fire is a historical
tour de force, delivered in scintillating and fiercely beautiful prose.
On the beautiful world of New Ascension, a human colony desperately struggles to survive the fatal pathogen that affects all life-forms, human and alien, while Jenette Tesla, the
daughter of the colony's ruthless leader, dedicates herself to finding a cure for the dying colonists, preserving the planet's native species, and quieting the unrest that could ignite
a civil war. Original.
In Escape The Night, Richard North Patterson weaves an inescapable tale of suspense, scandal, and shock too terrifying to put aside as it draws you into its vortex of
unforgettable characters and shattering events.
When Marian, an earnest romantic and idealist, goes missing in the Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan, her twin sister Ruthie, a pragmatic skeptic, journeys from Canada to search
for her. When Ruthie uncovers Marian's passion for a Bhutanese monk and her hazardous trek over a mountain pass to Tibet, she fears the worst. And those fears only intensify
when a sinister Tibetan reveals that he is also in pursuit of Marian. As the sisters struggle to reach each other, they must overcome the demands of their own hearts and spirits.
In easy, poetic prose, Elsie Sze paints an enchanting picture of Bhutan as she spins a tale of mystery, adventure, and romance, recounting the two sisters' physical and spiritual
journeys to find each other and their true selves.
Susannah Bennett runs a dating service for senior citizens. Matt Ryan is desperate to get his widowed mother out of his hair. It's a match made in heaven—until Susannah's dating service
comes under investigation as a front for prostitution. As an ambitious lawyer with political aspirations, Matt knows he should back away and let Susannah sink or swim on her own. But how
can he stay away when all he can think about is being with her all night long? Previously titled: Personal Touch REVIEWS: "Good story—funny and romantic. The plot is a real grabber and the
ending... you won't want to miss." ~Rendezvous "Candace Schuler wins our hearts with... a pair of delightfully appealing lovers." ~Romantic Times Magazine HEART IN THE CITY, in series
order One Night With You The Night Remembers All Night Long OTHER TITLES by Candace Schuler Lovers & Strangers (Hollywood Nights, Book 1) Seduced & Betrayed (Hollywood Nights,
Book 2) Passion & Scandal (Hollywood Nights, Book 3)
Reproduction of the original: Poems & Ballads (First Series) by Algernon Charles Swinburne
In Heart of War, Hal R Weidner has brought us a blockbuster novel in the tradttion of Partick O'Brian and C S Forester. Captain Parker is ordered to find certain traitors in high places and rid
the world of their treachery. For Parker this order is a dangerous one that may well cost him his life. Captain Parker, however, likes danger; it brings the best out of him.. A mysterious cipher
from an unknown ally alerts Parker to a plot aimed at crippling King George III's war effort in France and America. The perpetrator is a politically powerful genius, a darling of London Society,
and a member of Parliament. Undaunted by his adversary's credentials, Parker declares war on the conspirator and immediately becomes a marked man. As Parker begins to unravel the
traitor's empire like a ball of twine, gathering information and exposing conspirators, his enemy unleashes hell. To survive, Parker fights one brutal battle after another, slowly descending into
war's darkness. Now, Parker struggles to remain true to his country-and himself. In the spectacular tradition of Patrick O'Brian's Master and Commander and C. S. Forester's Horatio
Hornblower series, Hal R.Weidner delivers an explosive historical thriller and a chilling commentary on our post 9-11 experiences.
A young boy, his friends, and their parents discover many things about themselves and each other during a hurricane on the Massachusetts coast.
One Night With You (The Heart of the City Series, Book 1)ePublishing Works!
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For Desi, it was a chance to make her fantasies come true. For Jake, it was a night of mind-blowing sex. It wasn’t supposed to lead to anything more. Now Desi and Jake must decide if that one night of
passion—and a baby girl—can turn into a lifetime of love. Previously titled: Desire's Child REVIEWS: "Top read of the month... nicely executed." ~Romantic Times "Candace Schuler is a maestro at developing
real characters." ~Affaire de Coeur HEART IN THE CITY, in series order One Night With You The Night Remembers All Night Long OTHER TITLES by Candace Schuler Lovers & Strangers (Hollywood
Nights, Book 1) Seduced & Betrayed (Hollywood Nights, Book 2) Passion & Scandal (Hollywood Nights, Book 3)
Leaving his home in the prosperous north of his Southeast Asian island nation, Arun, an idealistic, young teacher from a privileged background, takes a job working with the poverty-stricken inhabitants whose
lives are profoundly affected by a civil war between the military and rebel insurgents.
"Within a few lost souls, the heart of the wolf beats fierce and wild. Feel them, fear them, tame them. " In Rebecca Flanders tantalizing "Heart of the Wolf" series, werewolves live amongst us. They interact
with humans, deal with them, sometimes kill them...and sometimes fall in love with them. Torn between beast and man, between loyalty to the pack and human desire, they must wage a war within
themselves to come to terms with their conflicted nature. Enter the intriguing, mysterious world of werewolves in this thrilling bundle, which includes "Secret of the Wolf, Wolf in Waiting" and "Shadow of the
Wolf."

Now a Benesh'ere slave, every whiteface in the tribe hungers for Morgin's death. But he is Harriok's property, and while Harriok remains in a coma, a victim of the venom of the
sand cat's sixth claw, the warriors wait and bide their time. As Morgin accompanies them on the March, an affinity for steel is slowly awakening within him, and he truly fears the
truths his growing knowledge may reveal. Rhianne, thinking Morgin is dead, leads a lonely life as a hedge witch in a small village near the Lake of Sorrows. But as she matures,
her powers grow far beyond those of a mere village healer. She now has a personal connection to the deadly talismanic sword Morgin brought onto the Mortal Plane, and as she
begins to glean its true nature, she fears the fate of all mankind. As summer approaches and the heat of the sands of the Munjarro grows unbearable, the Benesh'ere are in the
midst of their annual migration to the Lake of Sorrows. During the two days it takes to cross the Plains of Quam, their column is repeatedly attacked by companies of Kulls, a
game of sport for the halfmen. Morgin fights beside the Benesh'ere to protect the column, and he reluctantly develops empathy for the whitefaces and their way of life. Morgin
knows he must overcome Jerst and Blesset's hatred of him, and he regrets the heated words he threw at them shortly before the battle at Csairne Glen. But his only recourse
may be to fight them in individual, mortal combat. And as he tries to find a resolution to that situation, he has no idea that he must again face Salula. For thrice and thrice must a
blade be born.
In the late 1800s, a Boston socialite marries an Australian and moves to Australian bush country, where she finds her home and town tyrannized by her husband's father.
The image of Byrne Drummond has burned in Fiona's mind ever since she first saw him in Gundawarra. A stoic, broad-shouldered cattleman stricken by the wreckage her
brother had wrought…. Byrne has every reason to hate Fiona McLaren. Her reckless brother destroyed his family. But Fiona's touch is the first to stir him in years. He wants to
stay away, but she draws him like a moth to a flame…who will get burned?
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